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Abstract

An increasingly important requirement for mod-
ern software-intensive systems is the ability of evolving at
run-time, to address the need to dynamically add/remove
features, as well as to protect the system from incoming at-
tacks or failures. Due to the new requirement of dynam-
icity, portions of the system can be added and removed at
run-time so giving rise to dynamic, evolving, and unpre-
dictable configurations, implemented via middleware-based
technologies, plugin-based infrastructures, or service ori-
ented paradigms.

The ARAMIS workshop wants to provide a forum for
analyzing the new challenges and issues related to evolv-
ing at run-time systems. In particular, the main objective
is to analyze such topics from three different, but corre-
lated, perspectives: verification and validation of evolving
at run-time systems, automatic context management, and
self-healing solutions for engineering such systems.

1. Workshop Theme and Goals

Modern software-intensive systems are often large, con-
tinuously running applications, deployed on complex and
geographically distributed environments. These systems are
characterized by a high rate of changes and unexpected sit-
uations that must be dynamically and automatically han-
dled. Changes and unexpected situations can have many
sources: the need to dynamically add/remove features to ac-
commodate new user requirements, the necessity to adapt to
(physical and logical) context changes, the necessity to pro-
tect from failures and to automatically repair faults. Such

needs introduce new challenges that cannot be exclusively
addressed with traditional solutions; rather, they require the
development of highly automated techniques. That is, au-
tomated techniques for managing, verifying and validat-
ing systems evolving at run-time, automated techniques for
handling, overcoming and fixing system failures, and auto-
mated techniques for adaptation to context changes.

The evolutionary nature of modern software-intensive
applications makes infeasible a standard approach to (func-
tional and extra-functional) verification and validation. The
focus must move from validating and removing faults from
design time to validating and healing evolving systems at
run-time. While in static systems, quality assurance tasks
like verification, validation, testing, debugging and fixing
can be done once and for all before deployment, for sys-
tems changing at run-time they become a perpetual activ-
ity to be performed during system execution. Changes not
only take place in applications, but also in the environment.
Thus, suitable techniques for automatically capturing con-
text changes and reasoning on context information to prop-
erly adapt to changing environments must be embedded into
software systems. The execution of such activities in the
field imposes real-time requirements that must be satisfied
by all the analysis techniques working at run-time.

The ARAMIS workshop has provided a forum for sci-
entists and engineers in academia and industry to present
and discuss their latest research. ARAMIS focuses on is-
sues, challenges, and future perspectives of techniques for
automated verification and validation of evolving systems,
for automatic context management and for the engineering
of self-healing solutions.

Topics of interest include:
Verification and validation of run-time evolving sys-
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tems: this macro-area of interest includes many aspects of
interest. The impact of run-time Evolution on v&v that cov-
ers understanding of run-time evolution requirements and
characteristics, ways to model run-time evolving systems,
and comparative analysis between v&v of traditional sys-
tem versus v&v of run-time evolving systems. Approaches
for v&v of run-time evolving systems that deal with differ-
ent techniques for verifying and validating systems chang-
ing at run-time, with a particular emphasis on monitoring,
online testing, and fault tolerance. Verification and valida-
tion in specific Application Domains that includes v&v of
Service Oriented Architectures, and v&v of Self-* systems.

Automatic Context Management: this macro-area of
interest includes several aspects. Context Definition that
covers context metamodeling and ontologies, models and
languages to describe contexts, tools supporting the con-
text definition and description. Context Management that
includes monitoring of the context characteristics and de-
tection of context changes. Run-time Mechanisms to adapt
software systems to context changes and to reason on con-
text information in order to support the software system
adaptation. MDE techniques for the generation of code
and QoS validation models to support the development
of context-aware software systems. Context-based run-time
QoS models that can guide the adaptation of the software
system to the context changes.

Engineering of self-healing solutions: this macro-area
of interest includes several aspects. Self-Healing Solu-
tions for Functional and Non-Functional Faults that covers
techniques for automatically detecting failures, iden-
tifying problem causes, and repairing (functional and
non-functional) faults. Architectures for Self-Healing So-
lutions that covers the definition of architectures and ar-
chitectural styles that can be used to design self-healing
techniques. Design for Self-Healing that covers the de-
sign of systems to be augmented with self-healing ca-
pabilities. Model-Based Approaches to Self-Healing that
covers the definition of models and model-based anal-
ysis techniques that can be used as part of self-healing
solutions. Automated Debugging Techniques that cov-
ers testing-time solutions for automatically suggesting fixes
to faults that have been revealed.

2. Workshop Format and Summary

Important goal of the workshop is to foster the discus-
sion, in order to identify relevant research lines to pursue,
and to encourage collaborations among the workshop par-
ticipants. With this goal in mind, the workshop has been
organized as a one-day event, consisting of a series of ses-
sions, each devoted to the presentation and discussion of
papers belonging to a common domain. Three types of ses-
sions have been planned: technical papers presentation ses-

sions, a research project panel session, and a discussion ses-
sion.

During the technical papers sessions, technical papers
are presented and discussed. Paper presentations will last
fifteen minutes plus five minutes for questions. At the end
of each technical paper session a round table will start, dis-
cussing interesting points raised by the presentations.

In order to brighten up and to widen the discus-
sion we planned a research project panel session where
several research projects, related to ARAMIS topics,
have been invited to participate. The project coordina-
tors have been also invited to submit a short project pa-
per that points out: the main objectives of the project
and how it relates to ARAMIS topics, the main chal-
lenges and issues encountered during the project progress,
the final expectations, and directions for further work
on the topic. As any other papers, project papers have
been peer reviewed in order to be published in IEEE
DL. PLASTIC (http://www.ist-plastic.org/), SHADOWS
(https://sysrun.haifa.il.ibm.com/shadows/index.html),
Music (http://www.ist-music.eu/) and Q-ImPrESS
(http://www.q-impress.eu/Q-ImPrESS/CMS/index html)
are those projects participating to ARAMIS.

A discussion session has been also planned for dis-
cussing the overall results coming from the workshop and
plan for future editions.
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